Genomes assembled de novo from short reads are highly fragmented relative to the finished chromosomes of Homo sapiens and key model organisms generated by the Human Genome Project. To address this problem, we need scalable, cost-effective methods to obtain assemblies with chromosome-scale contiguity. Here we show that genome-wide chromatin interaction data sets, such as those generated by Hi-C, are a rich source of long-range information for assigning, ordering and orienting genomic sequences to chromosomes, including across centromeres. To exploit this finding, we developed an algorithm that uses Hi-C data for ultra-long-range scaffolding of de novo genome assemblies. We demonstrate the approach by combining shotgun fragment and short jump mate-pair sequences with Hi-C data to generate chromosome-scale de novo assemblies of the human, mouse and Drosophila genomes, achieving-for the human genome-98% accuracy in assigning scaffolds to chromosome groups and 99% accuracy in ordering and orienting scaffolds within chromosome groups. Hi-C data can also be used to validate chromosomal translocations in cancer genomes.
The Human Genome Project defined and achieved high standards for the de novo assembly of reference genomes for H. sapiens and key model organisms. For example, the public draft human genome, reported in 2001, contained 90% of the euchromatic sequence with an N50 (defined as the length L at which 50% of sequence is in contigs of length ≥L) of 82 kilobases (Kb) 1, 2 . The finished human genome, reported in 2004, contained 99% of the euchromatic sequence with an N50 of 38.5 mega bases (Mb) and an error rate of 1 event per 100,000 bases 2 . At both stages, nearly all sequences were assigned, ordered and oriented to chromo somes, although many errors were corrected during finishing 2 .
Massively parallel DNA sequencing technologies produce billions of short reads per instrument run at a very low cost per sequenced base, empowering a wide range of experiments 3, 4 . However, although extensive progress has been made in developing algorithms for de novo genome assembly from short reads 5 , we remain remarkably distant from routinely assembling genomes to the standards set by the Human Genome Project. For example, the human genome was assembled with <40 gigabases (Gb) of Sanger sequencing, but de novo assemblies of short reads relying on five to tenfold more sequence are highly fragmented relative to the finished chromosomes of the H. sapiens reference build 6, 7 .
It is important to recognize that the high quality of the Human Genome Project's genome assemblies is not solely attributable to the length and accuracy of Sanger sequencing reads. Rather, a diversity of approaches was brought to bear to achieve longrange contigu ity. For the human genome, this included dense genetic maps, dense physical maps and hierarchical shotgun sequencing of a tiling path of long insert clones 1, 2 . Wholegenome shotgun assemblies-typically based on end sequencing of both short and long insert clones-also relied on dense genetic and physical maps to assign, order and orient sequence contigs or scaffolds to chromosomes 8 .
Diverse strategies have been developed to boost the contiguity of de novo genome assemblies from short reads. These include end sequencing of fosmid clones 6 , fosmid clone dilution pool sequenc ing 9, 10 , optical mapping [11] [12] [13] [14] and genetic mapping with restriction siteassociated DNA tags 15 . However, each of these strategies has impor tant limitations. Fosmid libraries and optical mapping are technically challenging and provide only midrange contiguity. Genetic maps are more powerful but are costly or impractical to generate for many spe cies. Particularly as initiatives such as the 10K Genome Project 16 gain momentum, the genomics field is in need of scalable, broadly accessi ble methods enabling chromosomescale de novo genome assembly.
HiC and related protocols use proximity ligation and massively parallel sequencing to probe the threedimensional architecture of chromosomes within the nucleus, with interacting regions captured to pairedend reads 17, 18 . In the resulting data sets, the probability of intrachromosomal contacts is on average much higher than that of interchromosomal contacts, as expected if chromosomes occupy distinct territories. Moreover, although the probability of interaction decays rapidly with linear distance, even loci separated by >200 Mb on the same chromosome are more likely to interact than loci on dif ferent chromosomes 17 .
We speculated that genomewide chromatin interaction data sets, such as those generated by HiC, might provide longrange informa tion about the grouping and linear organization of sequences along entire chromosomes. In exploring this, we developed LACHESIS (ligat ing adjacent chromatin enables scaffolding in situ), a computational method that exploits the signal of genomic proximity in HiC data sets for ultralongrange scaffolding of de novo genome assemblies. LACHESIS works in three steps (Fig. 1) 
RESULTS
Exploiting contact probability maps for de novo genome assembly The input to LACHESIS consists of a set of contigs or scaffolds (the term 'contig' is used in this description of the method to indicate both possibilities), such as are generated by de Bruijn graph-based de novo assemblers 5, 6 , and a genomewide chromatin interaction data set, such as is generated by HiC and related protocols 17, 18 The HiC reads are aligned to the contigs, and the number of HiC readpairs linking each pair of contigs is tabulated (Fig. 1a) . In a first step, LACHESIS uses hierarchical agglomerative clustering to group contigs that are likely to derive from the same chromosome, exploiting the fact that intrac hromosomal contacts are on average more probable than interchro mosomal contacts in HiC data sets 17 (Fig. 1b and Supplementary  Fig. 1 ). An averagelinkage metric 19 is used for this clustering, with linkage defined as the normalized density of HiC readpairs linking any given pair of contigs. The final number of groups is prespecified, ideally set to the expected number of chromosomes.
In a second step, LACHESIS orders contigs linearly within each chro mosome group by taking advantage of the higher HiC link densities expected between closely located contigs ( Fig. 1c and Supplementary  Fig. 2 ). For each chromosome group, a graph is built with vertices rep resenting contigs and edge weights corresponding to the inverse of the normalized HiC linkage density between pairs of contigs. A minimum spanning tree is found in this graph, and the longest path in the tree is extracted as the 'trunk' , an incomplete but highconfidence ordering of contigs within each chromosome group. To generate a full order ing, contigs excluded from the trunk are reinserted into it at sites that maximize the amount of linkage between adjacent contigs.
In a third step, the ordered contigs are oriented with respect to one another by taking into account precisely where the HiC reads map on each contig ( Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 3 ). For each chro mosome group, a weighted, directed, acyclic graph is built represent ing all possible ways to orient the contigs, given the predicted order. The weights are calculated as the loglikelihood of the observed HiC links between adjacent contigs in a given combined orienta tion, assuming that the probability of a link connecting two reads at a genomic distance of x decays as 1/x for x ≥ ~100 Kb (ref. 17) .
The maximum likelihood path through this graph yields a predicted orientation for each contig.
Chromosome-scale assembly of mammalian genomes We sought to evaluate the effectiveness of this approach for the chro mosomescale de novo assembly of mammalian genomes. We focused on human and mouse as test cases because of the availability of the necessary data sets and the high quality of these reference genomes as gold standards for comparison. For human, we used ALLPATHSLG to assemble previously generated 6 shotgun fragment and short jump (~2.5 Kb) matepair sequences to an N50 scaffold length of 437 Kb and a total length of 2.74 Gb. We refer to this below as the 'shotgun assembly' . We intentionally excluded fosmid end sequencing data 6 because libraries of this type require cloning and are laborious to generate. Furthermore, we hoped that the chromatin interaction data would effectively substitute for the ~40 Kb fosmid links while also providing even longerrange contiguity. After aligning HiC readpairs from a human male embryonic stem cell (ESC) line 20 to this shotgun assembly, we applied LACHESIS to cluster the scaffolds into 23 chromosome groups (the libraries used to generate the shotgun assembly were derived from female DNA 6 ), and then to order and orient the scaffolds within each chromosome group (Figs. 2 and 3, Table 1 , Supplementary Fig. 4 and Supplementary  Tables 1 and 2 ). Most scaffolds (n = 13,528, comprising 98.2% of the length of the shotgun assembly) were clustered into one of the 23 groups (Fig. 2a) . Nearly all of these groups corresponded to individual chromosomes, with the exceptions of the X chromosome, whose two arms were split in separate groups (Fig. 3u,v) : one chimeric group containing very little sequence from many chromosomes (6.5 Mb total; Supplementary Fig. 4w ); chromosomes 19 and 22, which were 'fused' into a single group (Fig. 3s) ; and chromosomes 20 and 21, also fused into a single group (Fig. 3t) . The fusions are probably due to the greater density of interchromosomal links observed between short chromosomes in HiC data 17, 21 . Apart from these errors, 98.6% of clustered scaffolds (comprising 99.86% of their sum length) were correctly grouped ( Table 1 ), suggesting that HiC data are highly informative for the clustering of sequences derived from individual chromosomes, including across centromeres.
Within each chromosome group, the vast majority of the length of the clustered scaffolds was successfully ordered and oriented by LACHESIS (94.4% or 2.55 Gb; Table 1 ). The predicted orderings are highly concordant with the reference human genome (GRCh37), including across most megabasescale centromere gaps, except for the occasional rearrangement of large segments within which nearly all scaffolds were wellordered ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 4 ). For example, scaffolds corresponding to the long and short arms of chromosome 1 are grouped together and, respectively, very well ordered, but the reconstructed arms are joined incorrectly (Fig. 2b) .
To quantify local errors, we defined ordering errors as instances where a contig or scaffold is not in the expected order with respect to its immediate neighbors, and orientation errors as instances where a contig or scaffold is not in the expected orientation implied by its immediate predecessor in the ordering. By these definitions, 99.2% of clustered scaffolds, representing 99.5% of the sum length, were correctly ordered; 97.5% of clustered scaffolds, representing 98.8% of the sum length, were correctly oriented.
Most ordering errors involve the inversion of local segments con sisting of one or several contiguous scaffolds ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Compared to correctly ordered scaffolds, incorrectly ordered scaf folds are short and are enriched for segmental duplications and simple Table 2 ). Within each of these fused groups, the two chromosomes were well separated by ordering (s,t). The X chromosome clustered into two separate groups (u,v). Not shown is one very small chimeric group (length, 6.5 Mb; Supplementary Fig. 4w ). Also listed in each panel are the identity of the dominant chromosome, the number of scaffolds in the derived ordering and the reference length of the dominant chromosome. Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 3 ). This suggests that complexities in the primary sequence are the source of many ordering errors, possibly through inaccuracies in the shotgun assembly or by confounding the mapping of HiC readpairs. Other errors appear to be associated with the nonuniform distribution of bio logical interactions, for example, chromatin domains at various scales (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). To address this in part, we calculated a quality score for ordering and orientation, defined as the relative loglikelihood of a contig's predicted orientation to its opposite orientation in the weighted directed acyclic graph. Local accuracy was better for scaf folds with high quality scores ( Table 1) . For scaffolds with high quality scores occurring within the assembly trunk, which comprise 2.09 Gb or 76.4% of the overall shotgun assembly, 99.9% of sequence is correctly ordered and 99.7% correctly oriented (Supplementary Table 1) .
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A r t i c l e s repeats (Supplementary
We also attempted the chromosomescale de novo assembly of the mouse genome by an identical approach. We first used ALLPATHSLG to assemble previously generated 6 shotgun fragment and short jump (~2.2 Kb) matepair sequences to an N50 scaffold length of 224 Kb and a total length of 2.37 Gb. After aligning HiC readpairs from a mouse ESC line 20 to this shotgun assembly, we applied LACHESIS to cluster the scaffolds into 20 chromosome groups, and then to order and ori ent the scaffolds within each chromosome group (Fig. 2c,d , Table 1 , Supplementary Fig. 7 and Supplementary Tables 1 and 4) . Most scaffolds (n = 22,802, comprising 98.0% of the length of the shotgun assembly) were clustered into one of the 20 groups (Fig. 2c) . There was a clear 1to1 cor respondence between these groups and bona fide chromosomes (GRCm38), although a small part of mouse chromosome 10 (2.6 Mb) was erroneously clustered with chromosome 8 (Supplementary Table 4) . Of the clustered scaffolds, 99.5% (comprising 99.76% of their sum length) were correctly grouped ( Table 1) . The majority of the length of the clustered scaf folds was ordered and oriented by LACHESIS (86.7% or 2.02 Gb; Table 1 ). Almost all (98.9%) of clustered scaffolds, representing 99.5% of the sum length, were correctly ordered; 95.4% of scaffolds, representing 98.1% of the sum length, were correctly oriented. Overall, the results for chromosomescale de novo assem bly of the mouse and human genomes are highly consistent.
Chromosome-scale assembly of the fruit fly genome To further evaluate the generality of this method, we next applied it to the de novo assembly of Drosophila, for which a high quality reference genome is also available as a gold standard for com parison. We first used ALLPATHSLG to assemble shotgun fragment sequences (without jumping libraries) to an N50 contig length of 68 Kb and a total length of 127 Mb (refs. 6, 22) . We then aligned HiC readpairs derived from Drosophila 23 to this shotgun assembly and used LACHESIS to cluster the contigs into four chromosome groups. Most contigs (81.2% of the length of the shotgun assembly) were clustered into one of the four groups (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). This proportion is lower than that for the assemblies described above (≥98% for human and mouse), most likely because of the lower contiguity of the shotgun assembly (N50 contig size of 68 Kb for Drosophila versus N50 scaffold size of 437 Kb and 224 Kb for human and mouse, respectively). Nonetheless, the four groups corresponded well to the four Drosophila chromosomes (X, 2, 3 and 4), even though chromosome 4 is minuscule compared to the oth ers (1.4 Mb or ~1% of the reference genome). Of the clustered scaffolds, 89.5% (comprising 96.6% of their sum length) were correctly grouped.
We then applied LACHESIS to order and orient the Drosophila contigs within each of the four chromosome groups (Supplementary Table 5 and Supplementary Fig. 9) . A lower proportion of the shot gun assembly was ordered (82.0% by length for fly versus 94.4% for human), again likely because the Drosophila assembly has shorter contigs than the mammalian shotgun assemblies used above. The predicted order corresponded well with the actual order based on contig alignments to the Drosophila reference genome (FB2013_02, The human and mouse shotgun assemblies are based on read-pairs from short-insert and ~2.5 Kb jumping libraries, whereas the Drosophila shotgun assembly is based solely on read-pairs from short-insert libraries 6 . The human and mouse shotgun assemblies consist of scaffolds, whereas the Drosophila shotgun assembly consists of contigs. LACHESIS places scaffolds or contigs into groups and then orders and orients them within each group. An ordering error means that a contig or scaffold's position is out of the expected order with respect to its neighbors. An orientation error means that its orientation is not the orientation implied by its position with respect to its immediate predecessor. 'High-quality predictions' refers to a subset of contigs or scaffolds whose position and orientation in their ordering is deemed more certain; the threshold for high quality is chosen for convenience for each assembly. Simulated assemblies were created by breaking up the human reference genome into simulated contigs of varying sizes, and then using LACHESIS to cluster, order and orient the simulated contigs. The simulated contigs' expected order and orientation are derived from their true position in the reference genome. Ordering and orientation errors are defined as in Table 1 .
npg euchromatic sequences only), and the right and left arms of chromosomes 2 and 3 were well separated (Supplementary Fig. 9 ). Once again, a subset of the chromosome groups contained rearrangements of large segments within which nearly all contigs were well ordered. At a local scale, 94.8% of clustered contigs (95.4% of sum length) were correctly ordered, and 93.9% of clustered contigs (95.9% of sum length) were correctly oriented ( Table 1) .
Robustness to contig size and Hi-C data quantity
Our results for chromosomescale scaffolding of the human, mouse and fly genomes were based on initial de novo assemblies with reason ably high N50s, that is, 437 Kb, 224 Kb and 68 Kb, respectively. To evaluate the power of this approach as a function of the contiguity of this initial assembly, we sought to reassemble simulated contigs of varying size derived from the human reference genome. In each itera tion, we split the reference genome into equally sized contigs (10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 or 1,000 Kb) and mapped HiC readpairs 20 to these simulated shotgun assemblies. We then used LACHESIS to cluster, order and orient the simulated contigs (results for 100Kb simulated contigs are shown in Supplementary Figs. 10 and 11) . The perform ance of the method with respect to completeness and local accuracy is robust above an initial N50 of 50 Kb, but degrades rapidly below this point ( Table 2) .
In a separate analysis, we downsampled the sequencing depth of HiC data and attempted chromosomescale scaffolding of the human shotgun assembly (N50 = 437 Kb; Supplementary Table 6 ). Although clustering is robust to marked reductions in the amount of HiC data, accurate ordering and orienting of scaffolds within chromosome groups requires ~400 million readpairs. Nonetheless, we note that even the full amount of HiC data used here is <20% of the amount of sequencing data used to generate the initial shotgun assembly (59 Gb versus 303 Gb).
Validating translocations in cancer genomes
We also speculated that the strong intrachromosomal signal observed in HiC data might enable the global discovery or validation of inter chromosomal rearrangements in cancer genomes, many of which are challenging to detect with methods other than karyotyping because the breakpoints occur in repetitive regions. For example, recent studies combined several matepair sequencing strategies to detect rearranged marker chromosomes in the aneuploid HeLa cancer cell line 24, 25 , but such methods were only successful for a small proportion of rearrangements, and for none of the rearrangements involving centromeric sequences. Of note, the 4C method was previ ously used to detect chromosomal breakpoints in cancer genomes, but in a targeted rather than global fashion 26 .
To test this, we constructed a HiC library from HeLa cells and sequenced it to high depth (154 M unique readpairs). These data were mapped and used to generate a matrix of pairwise link densities between windows of length 1 Mb along the human reference genome. Visual examination of the matrix revealed offdiagonal patches of strong linkage with asymmetric decay, consistent with interchro mosomal rearrangements (Fig. 4) . Most of these corresponded well to previously described marker chromosomes 27 , although we also observed strong evidence for two novel marker chromosomes (der(2;7)(q36;q10), "U1" and der(3;20)(q25;q10), "U2"). We imple mented a rearrangementcalling method that successfully identified all of the suspected marker chromosomes, albeit with limited spe cificity (Supplementary Fig. 12 ). Using chromatin interaction data in this way may enable the validation of candidate chromosomal rearrangements or the detection of chromosomal rearrangements in heterogeneous cancer cell populations that might not be detected by karyotyping of limited numbers of cells.
DISCUSSION
Here we demonstrate that genomewide chromatin interaction data sets, such as those generated by HiC, are a rich source of longrange information for assigning, ordering and orienting genomic sequences to chromosomes, including across megabasescale centromere gaps, as well as for validating chromosomal translocations in cancer genomes. There are a number of avenues for the potential improvement of this approach, both experimentally and computationally.
Although the experimental methods for HiC are straightforward, current protocols require a large amount of material (10 6 -10 8 cells). As such, reducing the input requirements is an important technical goal. To date, global chromatin interaction data sets have been gen erated on organisms including yeast 18 , human 17, 20, 21 , mouse 20 , fruit fly 23 and Arabidopsis thaliana 28 . This is consistent with broad appli cability, but demonstrating these protocols on an even more diverse Figure 4 Detection of chromosome fusions in HeLa S3 using Hi-C data. Normalized interchromosomal links for a HeLa S3 Hi-C library between megabase windows were derived as described in Online Methods and are represented as an all-by-all heatmap. For visualization purposes, link weights are ranked and converted to a percentile. Previously identified marker chromosomes were identified (M1, M2, M4, M8, M9, M10, M11, M12, M14 and M16) as well as two additional peaks representing previously undescribed marker chromosomes (U1: der(2;7)(q36;q10) and U2: der(3;20)(q25;q10)). Two rearrangements are highlighted (M14 and U1) to demonstrate the signal focal point at the location of the fusion event with asymmetrical signal decay outward in the direction of the sequence contained in the chromosome fusion, thus allowing breakpoint identification as well as orientation.
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A r t i c l e s range of organisms is imperative. On a related point, as the success of this approach depends on chromosomes occupying distinct territories in the nucleus, it will be important to further validate LACHESIS in diverse species to confirm that this is ubiquitously the case. We also note that using multiple restriction enzymes (or developing new methods that avoid restriction digestion altogether and/or operate on purified highmolecularweight genomic DNA) will likely improve performance, particularly for smaller contigs or scaffolds. Along the same lines, even if this approach broadly enables chromosome scale scaffolding, the contiguity required for the initial de novo assembly (~50 Kb) may be challenging to achieve for many organ isms. As such, there will remain a strong need for methods delivering 'intermediate' contiguity information in a highly costeffective and scalable manner.
Computationally, a substantial limitation of our current algorithm is that the clustering step requires the number of chromosomal groups to be specified a priori. We assessed whether the scoring metric used during clustering enables reliable inference of chromosome number, but it does not (Supplementary Fig. 13 ). One potential solution is to order contigs or scaffolds before determining chromosome groups, but this is computationally difficult with large numbers of contigs or scaffolds. Alternatively, statistical methods for predicting the optimal number of clusters may prove useful 29, 30 .
Ordering and orientation errors were associated with short scaf folds, segmental duplications and simple repeats (Supplementary Table 3 ). It is possible that our full exclusion of ambiguously map ping reads may be introducing 'gaps' in contiguity information that increase the probability of errors in such regions. Alternatively, these errors may be secondary to flaws in the initial shotgun assembly. Consistent with the latter, we also ran LACHESIS on a human 'shot gun assembly' that has higher contiguity because it used fosmid end pair data 6 (N50 scaffold length 11.5 Mb versus 437 Kb). We achieved chromosomescale scaffolding of this assembly as well, but with lower accuracy owing to a small fraction of incorrectly joined scaffolds in the input to LACHESIS (Supplementary Table 1) . This suggests that conservative de novo assembly before using chromatin interaction mapping for longrange scaffolding may be optimal. Lastly, we note that our use of chromatin interaction data for longrange scaffold ing (by LACHESIS) was entirely separate from the initial assembly of contigs/scaffolds (by ALLPATHSLG). We anticipate that a more integrated approach might improve accuracy.
Starting from shotgun human and mouse genome assemblies, each consisting of tens of thousands of scaffolds, we were able to cluster nearly all scaffolds into groups that overwhelmingly corresponded to individual chromosomes. A high fraction of these assignments were correct (comprising >99% of the sum length of clustered scaffolds). We were further able to order and orient contigs within each chromosome group, including scaffolding across megabasescale centromere gaps, with surprisingly few errors. As such, we achieved reasonably accu rate de novo mammalian genome assemblies with chromosomescale contiguity using just three types of libraries, all generated by in vitro methods and sequenced as short readpairs on a single platform (for human, shotgun fragment (161 Gb); ~2.5 Kb short jump (142 Gb); and HiC (59 Gb)). Although its broad applicability beyond the genomes assembled here has still to be demonstrated, our approach may enable a new generation of de novo genome assemblies that do not sacrifice the high standards for contiguity set by the Human Genome Project.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
Accession codes. The HeLaassociated HiC dataset sequenced in this study is available in the database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) as an approved substudy of the HeLa Cell Genome Sequencing Studies, phs000640.
ONLINE METHODS
Input data sets. In the HiC procedure 17 , DNA in a nucleus is crosslinked, then cut with a restriction enzyme, leaving pairs of distally located but physi cally associated DNA molecules attached to one another. The sticky ends of these fragments are biotinylated and then ligated to each other to form chi meric circles. Biotinylated circles are enriched for, sheared again, and then processed to sequencing libraries in which individual templates are chimeras of the physically associated DNA molecules from the original crosslinking.
Four HiC data sets were used, corresponding to human cells, mouse cells, Drosophila tissue and HeLa cells. The human data set was produced from human ESCs (hESCs) 20 . The hESC replicates 1 and 2 were used (NCBI SRA accessions: GSM862723, GSM892306) for a total of 734 M readpairs. The mouse data set was produced from mouse ESCs (mESCs) 20 . The mESC rep licates 1 and 2 were used (NCBI SRA accessions: GSM862720, GSM862721) for a total of 806 M readpairs. The Drosophila data set was produced from embryos 23 and includes 363 M readpairs (NCBI SRA accession: SRX111555). The HeLa data set was produced as part of this study (see "Chromosome Fusion Detection in HeLa", below) and includes 305 M readpairs.
Two types of shotgun assemblies were created as inputs to LACHESIS. First, we created shotgun assemblies for human, mouse and Drosophila by downloading the appropriate sequence libraries from SRA and assembling them with ALLPATHSLG. Table 1 shows statistics for these three assemblies. Second, simulated shotgun assemblies were made by breaking up the human reference genome into contigs of varying sizes, ranging from 10 Kb to 1 Mb. Table 2 shows statistics for these assemblies.
Shotgun assemblies.
To create the human shotgun assembly, we downloaded the sequence files 6 corresponding to the fragment library and two short jump ing libraries for individual NA12878 from the NCBI Short Read Archive (NCBI SRA accession SRA024407). The files were converted from sra to fastq for mat, and formatted as required by the ALLPATHSLG assembler using the PrepareAllPathsInputs.pl script included with the ALLPATHSLG distribu tion. The reads were assembled using the ALLPATHSLG assembler 6 (version r41985) with the following parameters (the rest being default): HAPLOIDIFY = TRUE, MAX_MEMORY_GB = 400, THREADS = 32, EVALUATION = STANDARD. Insert size estimates (mean and s.d.) for each library were speci fied based on the values provided previously 6 . Scaffolds in this assembly were treated as contigs by LACHESIS. Because we intentionally excluded fosmid end sequencing data, this assembly had far less midrange contiguity than the full de novo assembly produced previously 6 (N50 scaffold length 437 Kb versus 11.5 Mb), and thus it more closely represents a typical de novo assembly created exclusively from in vitro libraries.
To create the mouse shotgun assembly, we downloaded the sequence files 6 corresponding to the fragment and three short jumping libraries from the NCBI Short Read Archive (NCBI SRA accession SRA009956). The libraries were assembled using the ALLPATHSLG assembler 6 (version r41985) with the following parameters (the rest being default): HAPLOIDIFY = TRUE, MAX_ MEMORY_GB = 500, THREADS = 32. Insert size estimates (mean and s.d.) for each library were specified based on the values provided previously 6 .
To create the Drosophila shotgun assembly, we downloaded the sequence files for Drosophila (Drosophila Genomic Reference Panel 22 corresponding to sequencing runs SRR516038 (Sample DGRP348) and SRR516001 (Sample DGRP821) from the NCBI Short Read Archive. SRR516038 served as the "fragment" library as per ALLPATHSLG terminology. The ALLPATHSLG assembler also requires a "jumping" library. We were unable to find a previ ously sequenced jumping library for Drosophila. As a workaround, we used a standard shotgun library with a slightly higher insert size (SRR516001) and artificially converted it into a jumping library by flipping the orientation of reads. All files were first converted from sra to fastq format, then formatted as required by the ALLPATHSLG assembler using the PrepareAllPathsInputs. pl script included with the ALLPATHSLG distribution. Insert size distribu tions for these libraries (mean = 205 bp, s.d. = 25 bp for fragment library; mean = 320 bp, s.d. = 52 bp for jumping library) were obtained by aligning a subset of reads to the Drosophila reference genome using BWA 31 . The reads were assembled using the ALLPATHSLG assembler 6 (version r41985) with the following parameters (the rest being default): HAPLOIDIFY = TRUE, MAX_MEMORY_GB = 300, THREADS = 16, VAPI_WARN_ONLY = True.
Aligning Hi-C reads. HiC reads were aligned to shotgun assemblies or refer ence genomes using BWA 31 with default parameters. Reads were considered artifactual if they did not align within 500 bp of a restriction site, as recom mended 21 . Nonuniquely aligning reads were assigned a mapping quality of 0 by BWA and were excluded from subsequent analysis. Additionally, readpairs were considered for downstream analysis only if both reads in the pair aligned to contigs from the assembly.
Clustering contigs or scaffolds into chromosome groups. Contigs or scaf folds (the term 'contig' is used in this description of the method to indicate both possibilities) were placed into groups using hierarchical clustering (Supplementary Fig. 1) . A graph was built, with each node initially repre senting one contig, and each edge between nodes having a weight equal to the number of HiC readpairs linking the two contigs. The contigs were merged together using hierarchical agglomerative clustering with an averagelinkage metric 19 , which was applied until the number of groups was reduced to the expected number of distinct chromosomes (counting only groups with more than one contig). Repetitive contigs (contigs whose average link density with other contigs, normalized by number of restriction fragment sites, was greater than two times the average link density) and contigs with too few restriction fragment sites (<5 for the simulated human assembly; <25 for the human and mouse de novo assemblies; <250 for the Drosophila assembly) were not clustered. However, after clustering, each of these contigs was assigned to a group if its average link density with that group was greater than four times its average link densities with any other group.
Ordering contigs or scaffolds within chromosome groups. Each group of contigs or scaffolds (the term 'contig' is used in this description of the method to indicate both possibilities) was ordered using the following algorithm (Supplementary Fig. 2 ). First, a graph was built as in the clustering step, but with the edge weights between nodes equal to the inverse of the number of Hi C links between the contigs, normalized by the number of restriction fragment sites per contig. Short contigs (<5 restriction fragment sites for the simulated human assemblies; <20 sites for the human and mouse de novo assemblies; <20 Kb for the Drosophila de novo assembly) were excluded from this graph. A minimum spanning tree was calculated for this graph. The longest path in this tree, the "trunk", was found. The spanning tree was then modified so as to lengthen the trunk by adding to it contigs adjacent to the trunk, in ways that kept the total edge weight heuristically low.
After a lengthened trunk was found for each group, it was converted into a full ordering as follows. The trunk was removed from the spanning tree, leaving a set of "branches" containing all contigs not in the trunk. These branches were rein serted into the trunk, the longest branches first, with the insertion sites chosen so as to maximize the number of links between adjacent contigs in the order ing. Short fragments (<5 restriction fragment sites for the simulated human assemblies; <20 sites for the human and mouse de novo assemblies; <40 Kb for the Drosophila de novo assembly) were not reinserted; as a result, many small contigs that were clustered were left out of the final LACHESIS assembly.
Orienting contigs or scaffolds. The orientation of each contig or scaffold (the term 'contig' is used in this description of the method to indicate both pos sibilities) within its ordering was determined by taking into account the exact position of the HiC link alignments on each contig (Supplementary Fig. 3) . It was assumed that, as demonstrated in previous HiC studies 17 , the likeli hood of a HiC link connecting two reads at a genomic distance of x is roughly 1/x for x ≥ ~100 Kb. A weighted, directed, acyclic graph (WDAG) was built representing all possible ways to orient the contigs in the given order. Each edge in the WDAG corresponded to a pair of adjacent contigs in one of their four possible combined orientations, and the edge weight was set to the log likelihood of observing the set of HiC link distances between the two contigs, assuming they were immediately adjacent with the given orientation.
For each contig, a quality score for its orientation was calculated as follows. The loglikelihood of the observed set of HiC links between this contig, in its current orientation, and its neighbors, was found. Then the contig was flipped and the loglikelihood was calculated again. The first loglikelihood was guaranteed to be higher because of how the orientations were calculated. The difference between the loglikelihoods was taken as a quality score. 
